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Abstract

We study the balanced exchange of indivisible objects without monetary transfers

when agents may be endowed with (and consume) more than one object. We propose a

natural domain of preferences that we call trichotomous. In this domain, each agent’s

preference over bundles of objects is responsive to an ordering over objects that has the

following three indifference classes, in decreasing order of preferences: desirable objects,

objects that she is endowed with but does not consider desirable, and objects that she

neither is endowed with nor finds desirable.

For this domain, we define a class of individually rational, Pareto-efficient, and

strategy-proof mechanisms that are also computationally efficient.

JEL classification: C78, D82
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1 Introduction

We study the problem of reallocating indivisible objects without monetary transfers.11 Unlike

much of the earlier work on this problem, we consider situations where each agent may be
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1See the literature following Shapley and ScarfShapley and Scarf [19741974].
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endowed with and consume more than one object. Our contribution is to define a natural

domain of preferences and a class of individually rational, Pareto-efficient, strategy-proof

mechanism, and computationally efficient. Our positive result is in marked contrast with the

impossibility results that abound in the literature on multi-object exchange without monetary

transfers [SönmezSönmez, 19991999, Biró et al.Biró et al., 20182018].

Our interest in these exchange problems stems from our search for a solution to the

problem of shift-reallocation. Millions of people in many different professions, from physicians

to retail workers, engage in shift work. Shift plans are often made months in advance

and scenarios like the following are common: A medical practice consists of four specialist

consultant doctors A, B, C, and D. This practice is responsible for ensuring that emergency

medical services in their specialty are available to a given hospital at all times. That is,

each week, one of the four doctors is to be designated as being on call. Being on call is not

desirable for these doctors. However, it is necessary for their practice to maintain privileges

at the hospital. Since it is a chore that they must perform, in the interest of fairness, they

agree to share the weeks equally so that each member of the group is on call every fourth

week.22 To facilitate planning, the call schedule is made six months at a time, taking the

doctors’ preferences into consideration. For instance, the schedule from January 1 to June

30 is announced in December, and is created on the basis of the doctors’ preferences as of

December. Thus, on January 1, each of the four doctors is responsible for their assigned

weeks until June 30. While this initial assignment may be Pareto-efficient with regards to

the doctors’ December preferences, six months is a long time. At some later point, say the

beginning of March, there may be scope for re-optimization based on current preferences. It

may well happen that Dr. A would like to attend a conference the week of April 5, Dr. D

would like to help at a clinic in a remote area on June 16, and Dr. C would like to go on

vacation on May 23. If each of these doctors is obliged to be on call for the respective week, a

three-way trade could improve welfare in regards to current (as of March) preferences. We are

interested in the design of mechanisms to identify such trades optimally and provide agents

with incentives to reveal their private information about scheduling conflicts truthfully.33,44

As the above example illustrates, we are interested in the problem of re-allocating shifts,

2In the case of medical residents, such a restriction would not only be for reasons of fairness, but also for
training purposes.

3Note that the re-optimization at the beginning of March in the above example is a static problem. We do
not consider the issue of optimally timed matching as in Akbarpour et al.Akbarpour et al. [20202020].

4To the best of our knowledge, in practice these types of reassignments are typically arranged
manually. As a result, more complex trades (three-way or larger) are often unrealized, leaving
gains from trade on the table. Software solutions for managing call schedules facilitate these types
of trades manually as well. The initial schedule (endowment) is similarly manually constructed.
See the following for more on shift exchange in Microsoft’s Teams, which is used at many hospitals:
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/manage-your-shifts-in-shifts-50920ad2-a0e7-4f4a-aeb8-adf57d3b0c88https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/manage-your-shifts-in-shifts-50920ad2-a0e7-4f4a-aeb8-adf57d3b0c88.
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or indivisible objects more generally, from fixed endowments rather than designing the initial

schedule itself.55 This problem is relevant for many workers: given a fixed schedule, a worker

may wish to engage in other activities (like work for other firms, further training or education,

vacation) that are incompatible with her currently assigned responsibilities; at the same

time, workers will have typically already made some commitments that limit the set of new

shifts that they can take on. As long as there are possibilities of shocks to preferences or

opportunities to make desirable commitments over the duration of the schedule, workers are

bound to find themselves in situations where there are gains from trading pre-assigned shifts.

We define the domain of trichotomous preferences, which suits applications like shift

exchange, as follows. Each agent’s preference over bundles of objects is responsive66 to an

ordering over objects that that has three indifference classes:

1. Desirable objects. This set may include some of her endowed objects. In the shift

exchange application, these correspond to shifts that she has no scheduling conflict

with.

2. Objects that she is endowed with but does not find desirable. These correspond to

shifts that she is already assigned and is therefore obliged to fulfill, but would like to

trade away so that she may make other plans.

3. Objects that she is neither endowed with nor finds desirable. These are shifts that she

cannot take on due to other prior commitments.

We focus on situations in which endowments are commonly known and exchange is

balanced in the sense that each agent ends up with the same number of goods as she is

endowed with. In the context of shift exchange, this mean that all participants know the

initial schedule of shifts and that a worker’s total workload is fixed at the number of shifts in

the initial schedule.77

Trichotomous preferences are a natural restriction since we consider balanced exchange.

If an agent is endowed with k objects and there are a total of N objects, then there are

5Without the requirement of respecting some lower bounds on welfare, the problem of designing an initial
schedule is decidedly simpler: one could use a simple version of serial dictatorship where, one after another,
agents select their most preferred bundles from what is left after those selecting before.

6A preference ordering over bundles is responsive to an ordering of individual objects, if, for each pair
o, p ∈ O and each B ⊆ O \ {o, p}, the former ranks B ∪ {o} strictly higher than B ∪ {p} if and only the latter
ranks o strictly higher than p. So if an agent’s preference over bundles is responsive, how she compares a
one-for-one trade does not depend on which other trades the agent participates in.

7The restriction to balanced exchange is particularly meaningful for the shift exchange application as
it may be imposed due to training purposes (as in the case of medical residents), fairness considerations
(sharing equally the burden of taking on call), or terms of employment contracts (particularly for unionized
employees who cannot work more or fewer shifts than prescribed by a collective bargaining agreement). See
Dur and ÜnverDur and Ünver [20192019], Andersson et al.Andersson et al. [forthcomingforthcoming] and Biró et al.Biró et al. [20182018] for more on balanced exchange.
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N
k

)
different bundles she could end up with. Even for very modest sized problems, this is

an unreasonably large number: with just ten agents, each of whom is endowed with only

three objects, there are 4060 different bundles that each of them could consume. That it

is impractical to expect an agent to even know, much less communicate, preferences over

such a large set has been previously noted in the literature [MilgromMilgrom, 20092009, 20102010, 20112011,

Othman et al.Othman et al., 20102010, Budish and KesslerBudish and Kessler, 20182018]. Asking each agent to submit a rank-order

list over objects is far more tractable. This is the approach taken, for instance, in the National

Resident Matching Program: hospitals have preferences over bundles of doctors but submit

a ranking of individual doctors. If hospitals’ preferences are responsive, this simplification

in the message space does not change the set of equilibrium outcomes compared to when

hospitals may actually submit full rankings over bundles [MilgromMilgrom, 20102010, Perez-RichetPerez-Richet, 20112011].

Even if we restrict preferences to be responsive, the total number of objects N may be large.

Ranking all of the objects, let alone communicating them to the mechanism, may be difficult.

Indeed, there is evidence in the marketing literature that the larger the set a consumer chooses

from, the less intense her preferences may be [Greenleaf and LehmannGreenleaf and Lehmann, 19951995, DharDhar, 19971997,

Iyengar and LepperIyengar and Lepper, 20002000, ChernevChernev, 20032003]. So we have posited that each agent partitions

these objects into three sets as we have described above.

The objects of our study are mechanisms that associate every profile of preferences with

an allocation. We are interested in mechanisms that satisfy the following desiderata:

1. Individual rationality, which says that every agent ends up at least as well of as keeping

her endowment.

2. Pareto-efficiency, which says that no further reallocation can make any agent better off

without harming another.

3. Strategy-proofness, which says that no agent can ever profit from lying about her

preferences, regardless of what the other agents report. In other words, it is a weakly

dominant strategy for each agent to truthfully report her preferences.

While we define these three properties for general preference domains, we define a stronger

form of individual rationality for trichotomous preferences. Component-wise individual

rationality says that for each agent, each component of the bundle that she receives is at

least as desirable as some object in her endowment. In other words, her bundle ought to be

composed only of objects in the top two indifference classes. On the domain of trichotomous

preferences, component-wise individually rational mechanisms have the advantage of being

“simple” in the sense that the only information an agent needs to convey is the set of objects

that she finds desirable. On the other hand, if a mechanism is merely individually rational,
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it may depend on more information about how an agent compares bundles. After all, the

desirable set alone says nothing about how she compares, for instance, a bundle comprised of

objects in both the first and third indifference class against her endowment. We show that

ignoring such information does not come at the expense of Pareto-efficiency (Proposition 11).

Our main contribution to define a new class of mechanisms satisfying these desiderata.88

A Component-wise Individually Rational Priority (CIRP) mechanism is parameterized by

a fixed ordering of the agents, independent of their reports, and picks a final allocation of

goods in accordance with the following sequential process:

• In the first step, find all of the allocations that maximize the first agent’s preferences

from among all component-wise individually rational allocations. This results in a

“promised” welfare level for the first agent.

• In the tth step, maximize the tth agent’s preferences, subject to the promises made to

the first t− 1 agents, from among all component-wise individually rational allocations.

This results in a “promised” welfare level for the tth agent.99

• After the last step, reallocate the objects in a way that the promise made to each agent

is respected. First, there is necessarily at least one way to do this. Second, as we show,

if there are two different re-allocations that achieve this, then every agent is indifferent

between them.

A CIRP mechanism selects an outcome that meets the promises made to all of the agents

in this process.1010 We show that, given any ordering of the agents, a CIRP mechanism is

component-wise individually rational, Pareto-efficient, and strategy-proof. Component-wise

individual rationality is by definition. However, unlike the familiar versions serial dictatorship

that are common in the literature, Pareto-efficiency and strategy-proofness are not trivial

consequences of sequentially maximizing agents’ welfare. Extra care is needed to show that

the additional constraints of component-wise individual rationality do not prevent the CIRP

process from reaching the Pareto-frontier. Establishing strategy-proofness is not obvious since

the report of an agent alters the set of component-wise individually rational allocations and

8For mechanisms that solve the unit endowment problem under general weak preferences,
see Jaramillo and ManjunathJaramillo and Manjunath [20122012], Alcalde-Unzu and MolisAlcalde-Unzu and Molis [20112011], Aziz and De KeijzerAziz and De Keijzer [20122012], and
Saban and SethuramanSaban and Sethuraman [20132013].

9Note that this does not pin down exactly which objects the tth agent, or any agent before her, receives.
It merely fixes the number of desirable objects that she will receive in the end.

10If each agent were endowed with a single object, this algorithm would essentially amount to the
priority algorithm that has been studied in the kidney exchange literature [Roth et al.Roth et al., 20052005, HatfieldHatfield, 20052005,
Sönmez and ÜnverSönmez and Ünver, 20142014].
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can thereby affect the outcomes for all agents and not only those who come after her.1111 It turns

out that—because exchanges are balanced and we consider trichotomous preferences—one

can arrive at any allocation via some set of one-for-one trading cycles from the endowment.

This means that if a component-wise individually allocation is not Pareto-efficient, there has

to be a one-for-one trading cycle that improves it in the Pareto sense. CIRP ensures that

there is no such cycle. To show that CIRP is strategy-proof, we show that if an agent adds

an object to or removes an object from her desirable set, she can add or remove, respectively,

at most one trading cycle. Given that the trichotomous domain rules out complementarities

between the objects, no other cycles can be affected.

Apart from their desirable allocative and incentive properties, we also show that CIRP

mechanisms are computationally efficient. More precisely, taking agents’ desirable sets and a

priority order over the agents as inputs, a CIRP allocation can be computed in O(mn3 log(k))

time, where m is the total number of objects, n is the number of agents, and k is the largest

number of objects an agent may be endowed with.

While the characterization of a maximal domain of preferences where our desiderata are

compatible is beyond the scope of this paper, we we discuss to which extent our approach

does or does not extent beyond the trichotomous domain.

Related Literature

This work contributes to two strands of literature. The first strand is that which extends the

model of reallocating indivisible objects [Shapley and ScarfShapley and Scarf, 19741974] to the case where agents

may consume more than one. The second is the literature on allocating objects under very

coarse (or “dichotomous” [Bogomolnaia and MoulinBogomolnaia and Moulin, 20042004]) preferences.

The model of reallocating objects among agents, each of whom is endowed with and

consumes a single object, has many nice properties. Notably, the core is single valued

[Roth and PostlewaiteRoth and Postlewaite, 19771977] and it defines a strategy-proof mechanism [RothRoth, 19821982]. How-

ever, with only mild restrictions on preferences, these results do not carry over when agents

may be endowed with or may consume more than one object [SönmezSönmez, 19991999, Konishi et al.Konishi et al.,

20012001, Biró et al.Biró et al., 20182018]. Even other strategic properties such as immunity to manipula-

tion via altering of endowments is generally incompatible with individual rationality and

Pareto-efficiency [Klaus et al.Klaus et al., 20062006, Atlamaz and KlausAtlamaz and Klaus, 20072007]. If we weaken the strategic

requirement to say that successful manipulations are computationally intractable to compute

[Pini et al.Pini et al., 20112011], then there are adaptations of the top-trading-cycles algorithm that satisfy

11In the familiar version of serial dictatorship described in Footnote 55, without being subjected to individual
rationality constraints, an agent’s report can only influence the outcomes for agents who pick after her. It is
precisely this feature that makes strategy-proofness straightforward.
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this property while maintaining individual rationality and Pareto-efficiency [Fujita et al.Fujita et al.,

20152015, Sikdar et al.Sikdar et al., 20172017, 20182018, Phan and PurcellPhan and Purcell, 20182018]. The compatibility of individual

rationality, Pareto-efficiency, and strategy-proofness in our model is driven by balancedness

and the restricted domain of preferences.

The literature on the “multi-type” version of this model [MoulinMoulin, 19951995] considers objects

that are partitioned into various types and exchange only occurs within a given type. When

the objects are not disposable, this implies balanced exchange. However, because each

object can only be traded within its own type-market, the only interaction between objects

of different types is through the agents’ preferences. This is a major difference from our

approach, where we place no such restrictions on trades. To the best of our knowledge, while

preferences over bundles have been restricted to be separable [KlausKlaus, 20082008, Anno and KurinoAnno and Kurino,

20162016] or lexicographic [Monte and TumennasanMonte and Tumennasan, 20152015], restrictions on preferences over objects

of the same type—that is, marginal preferences—remain unstudied as a way around the

incompatibility of our three main desiderata.

Among recent works that do not restrict trade across types of objects, Biró et al.Biró et al. [20182018]

consider a model where each agent is endowed with some fixed capacity for supplying

indistinguishable copies of some object. Like the current work, attention is restricted to

balanced exchange. However, preferences are responsive to strict, as opposed to trichotomous,

orderings over the objects. Biró et al.Biró et al. [20182018] characterize the capacity vectors for which

individual rationality, Pareto-efficiency, and strategy-proofness are compatible. For capacity

vectors in this class, it is shown that a variant of the top-trading cycles mechanism is the

unique mechanism that satisfies the three desiderata. For capacity vectors outside of this

class, Biró et al.Biró et al. [20182018] study the incentive and efficiency properties of different variations of

the top-trading-cycles algorithm.

For the two-sided one-to-one matching problem, the analog of our domain—where

each agent divides the set of partners into desirable and undesirable ones and is indif-

ferent among those in the same group—results in these properties being compatible as well

[Bogomolnaia and MoulinBogomolnaia and Moulin, 20042004]. This domain of preferences is a natural fit for modelling

kidney exchange problems: compatible donors are desirable and incompatible ones are

not. Whether the restriction on exchanges is that they be pairwise—with compatible pairs

[Sönmez and ÜnverSönmez and Ünver, 20142014] or without [Roth et al.Roth et al., 20052005]—or more general [HatfieldHatfield, 20052005],

a priority mechanism much like IRP turns out to be individually rational, Pareto-efficient,

and strategy-proof. While one might think that these results are driven by the fact that

there are only two welfare states for each agent in these kidney exchange models—matched

or unmatched—our results suggest that this is not so: the IRP approach is fruitful even when

agents preferences are monotonic in the number of desirable objects that they receive.
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The only other such extension of Bogomolnaia and MoulinBogomolnaia and Moulin [20042004], as far as we know, to a

model of balanced exchange in which agents are endowed with and consume multiple objects

is by Andersson et al.Andersson et al. [forthcomingforthcoming]. Their independent and concurrent work differs from

ours in some important ways. On one hand, the domain that these authors work with is

significantly more restricted than our trichotomous domain: like in Biró et al.Biró et al. [20182018] agents

are endowed with identical copies and each agent finds any bundle containing an object worse

than her endowment to be unacceptable. On the other hand, Andersson et al.Andersson et al. [forthcomingforthcoming]

demonstrate the existence of individually rational and strategy-proof mechanisms that satisfy

a more demanding efficiency requirement—maximization of the number of objects that are

traded—than Pareto-efficiency. Since there is a trade-off between generality of the preference

domain and how demanding an objective can be satisfied, our results are logically independent

from theirs.

Organization of the paper

In Section 22 we introduce the model and define the trichotomous domain. In Section 33 we

define our mechanisms. In Section 44 we show that our mechanisms are strategy-proof. In

Section 55 we show how to compute the output of our mechanisms in polynomial time. In

Section 66 we discuss the extension of our approach to non-trichotomous preference domains.

All proofs are in the Appendix.

2 The Model

Let I = {1, . . . , n} be a set of n agents and O be a finite set of objects. Each agent i ∈ I is

endowed with a non-empty set of objects Ωi ⊆ O. We assume throughout that Ωi ∩ Ωj = ∅
whenever i 6= j and that O = ∪i∈IΩi.

1212 For the shift exchange application, the endowment

represents the pre-arranged schedule. We assume that these endowments are known and

fixed at the profile Ω = (Ωi)i∈I . In the context of shift exchange, the assumption of known

endowments is reasonable since one would expect firms and workers to know who is supposed

to work when, once an initial assignment of shifts has been determined (and no shift exchanges

were to take place).

A matching is a mapping µ : I → 2O that satisfies the following two requirements:

1. For any pair of distinct agents i, j ∈ I, µ(i) ∩ µ(j) = ∅.
12In our model, each agents has to end up with exactly the same number of objects as she was endowed

with. Given this restriction, it is easy to accommodate the case where some objects are not in the endowment
of any agent (∪i∈IΩi ( O) by introducing extra (dummy) agents, who are initially endowed with the objects
in O \ ∪i∈IΩi. Details are available upon request.
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2. For any agent i ∈ I, |µ(i)| = |Ωi|.

The endowment, Ω, itself corresponds to a matching. With slight abuse of notation, we

denote the matching that assigns to each agent her endowment by Ω. Let M be the set of

all matchings. Our definition of a matching requires the exchange of objects to be balanced

in the sense that each agent ends up with the same number of objects as she was endowed

with. For applications like shift exchange, this type of restriction is natural as contracts often

specify a fixed number of shifts per worker.

Due to balancedness, the set of bundles that an agent i ∈ I may consume at some

matching in M, her consumption set, is

Xi = {Bi ⊆ O : |Bi| = |Ωi|}.

Each agent i ∈ I has a weak preference relation %i over Xi.
1313 Let Ri be the set of all

such preference relations. Let R = ×i∈IRi be the set of all preference profiles.

Given a preference profile %= (%i)i∈I ∈ R and a matching µ ∈ M, µ is individually

rational under % if each agent finds her assignment to be at least as good as her endowment—

that is, for each i ∈ I, µ(i) %i Ωi. Note that there is always at least one individually rational

matching: the endowment itself.

Next, µ′ ∈ M Pareto-improves upon µ ∈ M under % if each agent likes µ′ at least as

well as µ and some agent likes µ′ strictly better than µ—that is, for each i ∈ I, µ′(i) %i µ(i)

and, for some i ∈ I, µ′(i) �i µ(i). If there is no µ′ that Pareto-improves upon µ, then µ is

Pareto-efficient.

A (Cartesian-)domain of preferences is a subset of the permissible preference profiles that

can be expressed as a cartesian product—that is, a domain is D ⊆ R such that D = ×i∈IDi
and, for each i ∈ I, Di ⊆ Ri. Given a domain D, a mechanism on D is a mapping ϕ : D →M
that associates a matching to each profile of preferences in D. Given a profile %∈ D, we

denote the set of objects that i receives under mechanism ϕ by ϕi(%).

A mechanism is individually rational if it always (for any profile of preferences in its

domain) selects an individually rational matching, and Pareto-efficient if it always selects a

Pareto-efficient matching. Finally, a mechanism is strategy-proof if no agent can ever benefit

by reporting a preference that is different from her true one—that is, mechanism ϕ on D is

strategy-proof if there do not exist %∈ D, i ∈ I, and %̂i ∈ Di such that ϕi(%̂i,%−i) �i ϕi(%).

As discussed in the introduction, it is well known that the three key desiderata of individual

rationality, Pareto-efficiency, and strategy-proofness are incompatible on R. We now proceed

to define a simple domain of preferences that only asks agents to classify others’ endowed

13In other words, %i is a complete, transitive, and reflexive relation over Xi.
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objects as being desirable or not. In the context of shift exchange, a desirable object can be

interpreted as a shift for which the agent does not have a scheduling constraint. As we will

see later, we obtain positive results on this domain. In Section 66, we discuss to what extent

positive results can be obtained outside our preference domain.

Our preference domain places two restrictions on agents’ preferences over bundles. Fix an

agent i ∈ I. First, we assume that i has responsive preferences over bundles of objects—that

is, for agent i there exist a ranking �i∈ Ri and weak preference relation %∗i over O such that,

for any pair of objects o, p ∈ O and any set B ⊆ O \ {o, p}, B ∪ {o} %i B ∪ {p} if and only if

o %∗i p. Second, we assume that agent i’s preference relation over individual objects has a

particularly simple form that we call trichotomous. Formally, a weak preference relation %∗i
over O is trichotomous for i if there is a set of desirable objects Ai ⊆ O such that %∗i ranks

every desirable object in its top indifference class, every endowed object that is not desirable

in its second indifference class, and all remaining objects in its third indifference class. That

is, %∗i satisfies the following:

1. o ∼∗i p for all pairs o, p such that either {o, p} ⊆ Ai, {o, p} ⊆ Ωi \ Ai, or {o, p} ⊆
O \ (Ai ∪ Ωi)

2. o �∗i p for all pairs o, p such that either o ∈ Ai and p ∈ O \ Ai, or o ∈ Ωi and

p ∈ O \ (Ai ∪ Ωi)

In the context of shift exchange, objects in Ai represent shifts for which the agent i does not

have any scheduling conflicts, objects in Ωi\Ai represent shifts that are currently assigned to i

and are in conflict with some other activities (like additional paid labor for other firms, further

training/education, vacation) that i would like to commit to, and of objects in O \ (Ai ∪ Ωi)

are shifts that i is not able to take on due to existing scheduling conflicts.1414 Our motivation

for the distinction between shifts in Ωi \Ai and those in O \ (Ai ∪ Ωi) is that shifts in the

latter set conflict with other binding commitments of doctor i, while shifts in the former

conflict with tentative commitments. Put differently, agent i is obliged to consume the objects

in Ωi if she is not able to trade them for something else. Objects in Ωi ∩ Ai are those shifts

that that i is assigned but has no scheduling conflicts.1515

The following definition summarizes our assumptions about agents’ preferences.

Definition 1. For each agent i ∈ I, %i∈ Ri is trichotomous if it is responsive to a trichoto-

mous ordering over O. Let Ti be the set of all trichotomous preferences for i and T the set of

all trichotomous preference profiles.

14Our results hold even if we allow agent i ∈ I to rank objects in I \ (Ai ∪ Ωi) in any way, as long as they
are ranked below objects in Ai ∪ Ωi.

15Objects in Ωi ∩Ai correspond to the “compatible pairs” in the kidney exchange literature.
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Before proceeding, we discuss the relationship of our trichotomous preference domain to

other approaches in the related literature. For that purpose, note first that we allow for the

case where Ωi∩Ai /∈ {∅,Ωi}, that is, the case where some of i’s endowed objects are desirable,

while others are not. Hence, we need information about endowments and desirable sets of

objects in order to describe agents’ preferences.1616 This is a distinct feature of our model

compared with the dichotomous domain of Bogomolnaia and MoulinBogomolnaia and Moulin [20042004] and a key reason

for calling our domain trichotomous.1717 We also allow for the possibility that a non-empty

strict subset of j’s endowment Ωj is desirable for i 6= j—that is, Ai ∩ Ωj 6= ∅ and Ωj * Ai.

This is the first important way that our’s is different from the independent contribution of

Andersson et al.Andersson et al. [forthcomingforthcoming]. There, agents are assumed to find desirable either none or

all of the objects another agent brings to the market. This assumption is hard to justify for

applications like shift exchange as it is clearly possible that i is able to take on some shifts

initially assigned to j but not others. The second critical distinction between our domain

and that of Andersson et al.Andersson et al. [forthcomingforthcoming] is that we do not require i to find any bundle that

gives her one or more objects in O \ (Ai ∪Ωi) to necessarily be worse than her endowment Ωi.

In our domain, agents may be willing to trade off receiving desirable objects against receiving

undesirable ones. For instance, an agent may be willing to accept an object that she is neither

endowed with nor finds desirable as long as she receives at least a certain number of desirable

objects. The domain of Andersson et al.Andersson et al. [forthcomingforthcoming] rules out such preferences.

While agents with trichotomous preferences may sometimes be willing to participate in

exchanges that leave them with new objects that are not desirable, it seems natural to try to

prevent such exchanges as much as possible. For example, in the context of shift exchange,

we would ideally like to have a mechanism that, if at all possible, does not create any new

scheduling conflicts (by assigning some agents to new shifts that they do not find desirable).

We now define a stronger form of individual rationality for trichotomous preferences that

requires that each agent only be assigned objects that she either finds desirable or that she was

endowed with. Importantly, this strengthening is not in conflict with Pareto-efficiency, as we

show below. Formally, fix a profile of trichotomous preferences %∈ T and let A = (A1, . . . , An)

be the associated profile of desirable sets. We say that a matching µ is component-wise

individually rational, if, for each i ∈ I, µ(i) ⊆ Ai ∪Ωi. Component-wise individual rationality

strengthens individual rationality since µ(i) ⊆ Ai∪Ωi and |µ(i)| = |Ωi| imply that each object

16Since we assume that endowments are fixed and known, that agents only have private information about
which objects they find desirable.

17Bogomolnaia and MoulinBogomolnaia and Moulin [20042004] consider a two-sided one-to-one matching market in which each agent
partitions potential match partners from the other side of the market into acceptable (better than being left
unmatched) and unacceptable (worse than being left unmatched) ones. Since each agent is endowed with and
cannot consume more than one “object”, agents’ preferences are entirely described by their sets of acceptable
partners.
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in Ωi \ µ(i) is replaced with an object in Ai that is at least as good under %∗i . Note also that

responsiveness implies that agent i’s ranking of two sets of objects Bi, Ci ∈ Xi ∩ (Ai ∪ Ωi)

with respect to her trichotomous preference relation %i is completely determined by Ai.
1818

Aside from its normative appeal, component-wise individual rationality also allows for

mechanisms that are “simple” in the sense of only having to ask agents to reveal their desirable

sets. By contrast, in order to compare matchings that are not component-wise individually

rational, we need agents to also provide us with information on how they trade off receiving

some undesirable objects in exchange for receiving more desirable objects. Formally, let

Ai = 2O be the set of all possible desirable sets for agent i and let A = ×i∈IAi be the set of all

possible profiles of desirable sets. A simple mechanism is a mapping ϕ̃ : A →M. A simple

mechanism is component-wise individually rational, if it always selects a component-wise

individually rational matching. A simple mechanism ϕ̃ is Pareto-efficient, if, for any %∈ T
with associated profile of desirable sets A ∈ A, ϕ̃(A) is Pareto-efficient with respect to %.

Finally, a simple mechanism ϕ̃ is strategy-proof, if no agent can ever benefit by lying about

her set of desirable objects—that is, ϕ̃ is strategy-proof if there do not exist %∈ T with

associated profile of desirable sets A ∈ A, i ∈ I, and Âi ∈ Ai such that ϕ̃i(Âi, A−i) �i ϕi(A).

We show that there is no extra cost associated with imposing the stronger requirement of

component-wise individual rationality since a simple, component-wise individually rational,

Pareto-efficient, and strategy-proof mechanism exists on the trichotomous domain (Theorems 11

and 33).

3 The Individually Rational Priority Algorithm

In this section, we introduce an algorithm that produces individually rational and Pareto-

efficient matchings. Like serial dictatorship, agents take turns picking their most preferred

sets of objects according to some exogenous priority order. The crucial difference is that our

algorithm constrains each agent to choose in a way that is compatible with component-wise

individual rationality for all agents. Since the set of component-wise individually rational

matchings varies in response to each agent’s report, an agent can influence the choice set

of any other agent—not just those with lower priority. Despite this, the induced direct

mechanism is strategy-proof, which we show to in the next section.

We now describe our algorithm. For the remainder of the paper, we equate an agent’s index

i ∈ I = {1, . . . , n} with her priority, where lower indices correspond to higher priority. The

counter t for the steps of the algorithm then also doubles as the reference for the successively

next highest priority agent.

18Recall that we assume Ω to be fixed throughout.
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For a general profile of preferences, %∈ P—whether %∈ T or not—the individually

rational priority (IRP) algorithm for % proceeds as follows:

Step 0: Let M0(%) be the set of all individually rational matchings at %.

Step t ∈ {1, . . . , n}: Let

Mt(%) = {µ ∈Mt−1(%) : for each µ′ ∈Mt−1, µ(t) %t µ
′(t)}

be the set of all matchings in Mt−1(%) that are most preferred by t.

Though we return to this general formulation of the algorithm in Section 66, for most of our

analysis, we focus on trichotomous preferences. For this domain, we define an analogue of

the IRP that selects from the set of component-wise individually rational matchings. We will

refer to this algorithm as the CIRP algorithm from now on. In order to formally define the

algorithm and for the discussion in the rest of this section, we fix a profile of desirable sets

A ∈ A. Given this input, the CIRP algorithm proceeds as follows:

Step 0: Let M0(A) be the set of all component-wise individually rational matchings

at A.

Step t ∈ {1, . . . , n}: Let

Kt(A) = max
µ∈Mt−1(A)

|µ(t) ∩ At|

be the promise to agent t and

Mt(A) = {µ ∈Mt−1(A) : |µ(t) ∩ At| = Kt(A)}

be the set of all matchings in Mt−1(A) that comply with the promise to t.1919

At an intuitive level, the algorithm works as follows: among all component-wise individually

rational matchings, let agent 1 pick those matchings that maximize the number of desirable

objects she gets and collect those matchings in the setM1(A) ⊆M0(A); among all matchings

in M1(A), let agent 2 pick those matchings that maximize the number of desirable objects

she gets and collect those matchings in the set M2(A) ⊆M1(A); . . . ; among all matchings

inMn−1(A), let agent n pick those matchings that maximize the number of desirable objects

she gets and collect those matchings in the setMn(A) ⊆Mn−1(A). Note that, for any t ≤ n,

Mt(A) is the set of matchings that remain after agent t has made her pick(s).

19In Section 55, we show how to compute the sequences {Kt(A),Mt(A)}nt=1 in polynomial time.
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We now provide an example to illustrate the mechanics of CIRP.

Example 1. There are four agents (1, 2, 3, 4) and six objects (o1, o2, p, q, r1, r2). Endowments

and desirable sets are given by the following table:

i Ωi Ai

1 {o1, o2} {o1, p, r2}
2 {p} {o1, q}
3 {q} {o2}
4 {r1, r2} {o2, p}

In the first step, we calculate the maximal number of desirable objects that agent 1 can

obtain in a component-wise individually rational matching and the set of component-wise

individually rational matchings that yield exactly that maximal number. It is straightforward

to compute that K1(A) = 2 and that M1(A) consists of the following four matchings:

1 2 3 4

µ1 {o1, p} {q} {o2} {r1, r2}
µ2 {o1, r2} {q} {o2} {r1, p}
µ3 {o1, r2} {p} {q} {r1, o2}
µ4 {p, r2} {o1} {q} {r1, o2}

Proceeding, K2(A) = 1, M2(A) = {µ1, µ2, µ4}, K3(A) = 1, and M3(A) = {µ1, µ2}.
Finally, since 1 = |µ2(4) ∩ A4| > |µ1(4) ∩ A4| = 0, we obtain that K4(A) = 1 and M4(A) =

{µ2}.

The following lemma, which follows from the description above, articulates an important

property of CIRP that we use throughout our proofs.

Lemma 1. For any pair t, t′ such that t′ ≤ t and any µ ∈Mt(A), we have that |µ(t′)∩At′ | =
Kt′(A).

Lemma 11 implies, in particular, that all matchings inMt(A) are welfare equivalent for all

agents t′ ≤ t. Hence, all matchings in µ ∈Mn(A) are welfare equivalent for all agents and we

refer to any matching in Mn(A) as a CIRP outcome at A.2020 The main result of this section,

which we present next, shows that CIRP outcomes satisfy all of our desiderata for matchings.

Theorem 1. Every CIRP outcome is component-wise individually rational and Pareto-

efficient.

20Due to indifferences in agents’ preferences, Mn(A) need not be a singleton.
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Component-wise individual rationality of CIRP outcomes follows immediately from the

definition of the algorithm: For any t ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we have Mt(A) ⊆ Mt−1(A); hence,

Mn(A) ⊆ M0(A), which implies that CIRP outcomes are component-wise individually

rational and thus also individually rational. In the remainder of this section, we first develop

a characterization of matchings in the sequence {Mt(A)}nt=1 that plays a crucial role for our

subsequent analysis and then use it to establish Pareto-efficiency.

Before proceeding, we observe that an important consequence of balancedness is that we

can move between matchings by means of “one-to-one trading cycles” that are disjoint in

terms of objects. In particular, for any t and any µ ∈Mt(A), µ can be obtained from Ω in

this manner. We will show that matchings in Mt(A) can be characterized by the absence of

trading cycles that lead to an increase in the number of desirable objects held by any agent

t′ ≤ t. We now develop these ideas formally.

Given a matching µ ∈ M0(A), a cycle of µ is a sequence C = (i1, o1, . . . , iM , oM) of M

distinct agents and M distinct objects such that, for each m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, om−1 ∈ µ(im) and

om /∈ µ(im), where o0 = oM . For the following discussion, fix a cycle C = (i1, o1, . . . , iM , oM)

of µ. For any m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, we say that im points to om and that om points to im+1, where

iM+1 = i1. Thus, C is a sequence of agent-object pairs such that each agent im points to an

object om that she does not get at µ—that is, om /∈ µ(im)—and each object om points to the

agent who gets it at µ—that is, om ∈ µ(im+1). Let I(C) = {i1, . . . , iM} be the set of agents

involved in C and let O(C) = {o1, . . . , oM} be the set of objects involved in C. Let µ+ C

denote the matching that results from µ by executing the trades designated by C—that is,

for each k ∈ I, let

(µ+ C)(k) =

{
µ(k) if k /∈ I(C)

(µ(k) \ {om−1 : im = k}) ∪ {om : im = k} if k ∈ I(C).

We say that, for any m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, im trades om−1 for om in C. Independent of preferences,

based solely on the requirement of balancedness, it turns out that we can mechanically move

between any pair of matchings by means of a sequence of cycles that are disjoint in terms

of objects. Given a pair µ, ν ∈ M, we say that a collection of cycles of {C1, . . . , CK} is a

decomposition of ν − µ if

1. C1, . . . , CK are disjoint in terms of objects—that is, for each pair l, k ∈ {1, . . . , K}, O(Cl)∩
O(Ck) = ∅, and

2. executing all of the cycles, starting at µ, yields ν—that is,

(((µ+ C1) + C2) + . . . ) + CK = ν.2121
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The next lemma states that such a decomposition exists for any pair of matchings.2222

Lemma 2. For each pair µ, ν ∈M, there is a decomposition of ν − µ.

We now define some additional properties of cycles based on agents’ preferences. We say

that C

• is component-wise individually rational if, for each m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, om ∈ Ωim ∪ Aim ,

• increases i’s welfare if |(µ+ C)(i) ∩ Ai| > |µ(i) ∩ Ai|,

• decreases i’s welfare if |(µ+ C)(i) ∩ Ai| < |µ(i) ∩ Ai|, and

• affects i if it either increases or decreases i’s welfare.

• Pareto-improving if it increases some agent’s welfare without decreasing that of any

other agent.

Since preferences are trichotomous and exchange is balanced, it is intuitive that a complex

trade, that is beneficial to all agents involved, can be broken down into many simpler trades

involving just one object per agent. The next result formalizes this intuition showing that any

Pareto-improvement from a component-wise individually rational matching can be achieved

by several separate such cycles.

Proposition 1. If µ is component-wise individually rational at A, then µ is Pareto-efficient

if and only if there is no component-wise individually rational and Pareto-improving cycle

of µ.

Before we complete our proof of Theorem 11, we introduce one more useful concept. We

say that C is a constrained improvement cycle (CIC) of µ for t at A if C

1. is component-wise individually rational,

2. increases t’s welfare, and

3. does not affect any agent t′ < t.

Finally, we say that C is a CIC of µ at A, if there exists a t such that C is a CIC of µ for t

at A. Note that if C is component-wise individually rational and Pareto-improving, then C

is a CIC of µ at A. Now, with the above definitions in hand, we have the following.

21Since the cycles are disjoint in terms of objects, the order they are executed in does not matter.
22There could be more than one such decomposition.
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Theorem 2. For any t ∈ {1, . . . , n}, µ ∈Mt(A) if and only if µ ∈Mt−1(A) and there does

not exist a CIC of µ for t at A.

Theorem 22 and Proposition 11 imply Theorem 11: by Theorem 22, there cannot be a CIC of

any CIRP outcome; by Proposition 11, a matching is Pareto-efficient if it does not admit a

CIC.

To gain some intuition for Theorem 22, fix some t ≤ n and consider the tth step of the IRP

algorithm. Here, the number of desirable objects awarded to agent t is determined subject to

the constraints imposed by the promises to agents t′ < t. These constraints are expressed in

the restriction to matchings inMt−1(A). Now fix a matching µ ∈Mt−1(A). For the necessity

part of Theorem 22, assume that there is a CIC C of µ for t at A. Since C is a CIC for t,

µ+ C keeps all promises to agents t′ < t and µ+ C is individually rational. Given that C

increases the welfare of t, we find that µ /∈ Mt(A). For the sufficiency part of Theorem 22,

assume that µ /∈Mt(A) and let ν ∈Mt−1(A) be an arbitrary matching that leaves t strictly

better off than µ. Then there must exist an object o that is desirable for t and that t gets

in ν but not in µ. In our proof, we use o as well as the other assignments in µ and ν to

construct a CIC of µ for j at A.

4 CIRP Mechanisms and Strategy-proofness

Though we have fixed the priority over the agents, there are multiple direct mechanisms

that are induced by the CIRP algorithm: every selection ϕ from Mn. By Lemma 11, they

are welfare equivalent. We call any such mechanism a component-wise individually rational

priority (CIRP) mechanism. In this section, we establish that any CIRP mechanism is

strategy-proof.

For the remainder of this section, fix a true profile of trichotomous preferences %∈ T with

corresponding true profile of desirable sets A ∈ A, an agent i ∈ I, and a possible manipulation

for i, Âi ∈ Ai. Denote the profile (Âi, A−i) by Â. Recall that {Mt(A)}nt=1 and {Mt(Â)}nt=1

summarize the progression of CIRP for inputs A and Â respectively.

We start by showing that i cannot increase her number of truly desirable objects by falsely

claiming that an object is desirable when it is not.

Lemma 3. If, for some o /∈ Ai, Âi = Ai∪{o}, then, for each µ ∈Mi(Â), |µ(i)∩Ai| ≤ Ki(A).

Next, we consider the case where i falsely declares a desirable object to be undesirable.

Lemma 4. If, for some o ∈ Ai, Âi = Ai \ {o}, then Ki(A) ≥ Ki(Â).
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These two lemmas are two sides of the same coin. The reasoning behind them, like

Proposition 11, is that when preferences are trichotomous and exchange is balanced, complex

trades can be broken down into simpler one-for-one trades. Indeed, any matching µ ∈Mn(A)

is the result of applying some set of cycles, which describe one-for-one trades, to the endowment.

If an object o ∈ Ai is removed to i’s desirable set, and it changes the number of desirable

objects that i gets, then it has to be that i was getting o in µ. In particular, i had to have

gotten o in one of the cycles taking us from the endowment to µ. Showing that only that

cycle is affected by the removal of o from i’s desirable set is the heart of the proof of these

two lemmas.

Finally, we appeal to Lemmas 33 and 44 to prove that any CIRP mechanism is strategy-proof.

Theorem 3. Any CIRP mechanism is strategy-proof.

We point out that our restriction to trichotomous preferences is important for strategy-

proofness of CIRP mechanisms. For example, even for the case of singleton endowments, a

sequential priority over the set of individually rational matchings is not generally strategy-proof

if agents’ preferences have more than three indifference classes (see Example 33).

5 Computing CIRP Matchings

In this section, we define a polynomial time algorithm (Algorithm 11) to compute matchings

in Mn(A) based on network flows. The procedure described in Section 33 enumerates of all

of the individually rational matchings (M0(A)), the subset of these matchings in which 1

receives the most desirable objects (M1(A)), and so on. The problem is that the sizes of

these sets are an exponential function of the number of agents and objects. The algorithm

that we present here uses the fact that each of these sets is the set of solutions to a particular

network flow problem.

For the following discussion, fix an endowment Ω and a profile of desirable sets A. We

work with a directed graph (V,E). The set of vertices V contains three vertices corresponding

to each i ∈ I, call them i, iA, and iU . It also contains one vertex corresponding to each o ∈ O.

Finally, it contains a source S and a sink T . That is,

V = {i, iA, iU : i ∈ I} ∪O ∪ {S, T}

The set of edges E contains an edge from S to each i ∈ I, from each i ∈ I to iA and iU , from
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iA to each object in Ai, from iU to each object in Ωi \Ai, and from each o ∈ O to T . That is,

E = {(S, i) : i ∈ I}
∪ {(i, iA), (i, iU) : i ∈ I}
∪ {(iA, o) : o ∈ Ai}
∪ {(iU , o) : o ∈ Ωi \ Ai}
∪ {(o, T ) : o ∈ O}.

Roughly speaking, copy iA of agent i collects all desirable objects, while copy iU collects

all endowments that are not desirable. Throughout our algorithm, we only vary the capacities

of each edge. The capacity of edge e ∈ E is q(e). We initialize q as follows:

q(S, i) = |Ωi| i ∈ I
q(i, iA) = |Ωi| i ∈ I
q(i, iU) = |Ωi \ Ai| i ∈ I
q(iA, o) = 1 i ∈ I, o ∈ Ai
q(iU , o) = 1 i ∈ I, o ∈ Ωi \ Ai
q(o, T ) = 1 o ∈ O.

We say that f : E → N is an (integer) flow, if f(e) ≤ q(e), for all e ∈ E, and∑
e∈δ−(v) f(e) =

∑
e∈δ+(v) f(e), for all v ∈ V \ {S, T}.2323 The value of a flow f through

i is f(S, i) and the value of a flow f is v(f) =
∑

i∈I f(S, i). Since q(S, i) = |Ωi|, for all i ∈ I,

the maximum flow through i cannot be larger than |Ωi|. Since, for all o ∈ O, i ∈ I, and

D ∈ {A,U}, q(iD, o) ∈ {0, 1} and q(o, T ) = 1, a flow cannot use two edges involving the same

object but different agents. If no flow g has higher value than f , then f is a maximum flow.

Let MaxFlow(q) be the value of a maximum flow from S to T when the capacities are q. By

the above observation that the flow through i cannot exceed |Ωi|, for every q that we consider,

MaxFlow(q) ≤
∑

i∈I |Ωi| and, for the initial value of q, MaxFlow(q) =
∑

i∈I |Ωi| since

we can assign each agent her endowment at that capacity vector. Given µ ∈M0(A), we say

that f corresponds to µ if, for each i ∈ I and each o ∈ µ(i) ∩Ai, f(iA, o) = 1 and, for each

i ∈ I and each o ∈ µ(i) ∩ Ωi \ Ai, f(iu, o) = 1.

Algorithm 11 works by setting up an initial network such that the set of all maximum flows

corresponds to the set of all individually rational matchings—that is, M0(A). In general, at

the start of the tth iteration, the network is such that the set of all maximum flows corresponds

to Mt−1(A). The algorithm then modifies the network by repeatedly decreasing t’s capacity

for endowments that are not desirable, q(t, tU), as long as the maximum flow equals
∑

i |Ωi|.
23 δ+(v) is the set of edges that originate at v and δ−(v) is the set of edges that end at v.
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This ensures that the maximum flows correspond to some matchings. In particular, they

correspond to a subset of Mt−1(A). The flow along (t, tU) represents the number of objects

in Ωt \At that t gets. So if this number cannot be decreased further, then we have maximized

the number of objects in At that t gets. Thus, at the end of the tth iteration, the set of all

maximum flows in the network corresponds to Mt(A). Thus, when the algorithm terminates,

the set of all maximum flows in the network corresponds to Mn(A).

Algorithm 1 Procedure to compute CIRP

1: procedure CIRP(V,E, q)
2: for t = 1 to t = N do . Loop invariant: MaxFlow(q) =

∑
i |Ωi|

3: if q(t, tU) > 0 then . t has capacity
4: q̂ = q
5: q̂(t, tU) = q̂(t, tU)− 1 . Decrement t’s capacity by 1
6: while MaxFlow(q̂) =

∑
i |Ωi| do . As long as the loop invariant holds

7: q = q̂
8: q̂(t, tU) = q̂(t, tU)− 1 . Decrement t’s capacity by 1

9: return q

The following result summarizes the key properties of Algorithm 11.

Theorem 4. Let A ∈ An be a profile of desirable sets and let Ω be an endowment. Suppose

that V , E, and q are defined based on A and Ω as described above.

1. A flow f is a maximum flow in (V,E,CIRP(V,E, q)) if and only if it corresponds to a

CIRP outcome.

2. The complexity of Algorithm 11 is O(mn3 log(k)), where m = |O| and k = maxi∈I |Ωi|.

6 Beyond Trichotomous Preferences

The remarkable aspect of our results is that the very simple approach of CIRP yields

component-wise individually rational, Pareto-efficient, and strategy-proof mechanisms. Our

positive results, of course, rely on the assumption that agents’ preferences are trichotomous.

Consequently, we view CIRP as a potentially useful tool for the exchange of bundles of

indivisible goods like work shifts. In this section, we discuss whether the CIRP-approach

can be fruitful beyond trichotomous preferences. The exercise of characterizing a maximal

domain for the existence of mechanisms that satisfy our three desiderata is beyond the scope

of this paper. Nonetheless, we demonstrate some ways in which we can and cannot relax

our assumptions on preferences while maintaining the desirable properties of CIRP. We first
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discuss more general responsive domains and then shift attention to complementarities in

agents’ preferences. Since we consider non-trichotomous domains, we rely on the more general

formulation of IRP in Section 33.

6.1 More on responsive preferences

In this subsection, we provide a series of examples which suggest that it is very hard to

move beyond the trichotomous domain if one wants to maintain the assumption of responsive

preferences. Specifically, in order for IRP to be strategy-proof, it is essential that each agent

partitions other agents’ endowed objects into desirable/undesirable and ranks others’ desirable

objects at least as highly as any of her own endowed objects. Our first example shows that

CIRP is not strategy-proof if an agent can rank another agent’s endowed object strictly

between two of her own endowed objects.

Example 2. There are three agents (1, 2, 3) and four objects (ω1, ω2, ω3, ω
′
3). Endowments

are given by Ω1 = {ω1}, Ω2 = {ω2}, and Ω3 = {ω3, ω
′
3}. Agents’ true preferences are

trichotomous with desirable sets A1 = {ω2, ω3}, A2 = {ω′3}, and A3 = {ω1, ω
′
3}. For this

input, IRP produces a matching in which 3 ends up with {ω1, ω3}. Now assume that 3

can have any responsive ordering %3 with the following ordering over individual objects:

ω′3 �∗3 ω1 �∗3 ω3. One possibility for such an ordering is that {ω3, ω
′
3} �3 {ω1, ω3}. If the

preferences of agents 1 and 2 are left unchanged, the unique IRP outcome now assigns the

bundle {ω1, ω
′
3} to agent 3.

Next, we consider the case where an agent might discriminate between two distinct objects

initially owned by others.

Example 3. There are three agents (1, 2, 3) and three objects (ω1, ω2, ω3). Endowments

are given by Ω1 = {ω1}, Ω2 = {ω2}, and Ω3 = {ω3}. Agents 1 and 2 have trichotomous

preferences with desirable sets A1 = A2 = {ω3}. Agent 3’s true preferences are responsive

with respect to the following ranking of individual objects: ω2 �∗3 ω1 %∗3 ω3. For this input,

IRP produces a matching in which 3 ends up with ω1. Suppose 3 were to deviate to reporting

preferences that are responsive with respect to the ordering: ω2�̃∗3ω3�̃∗3ω1.
2424 If the preferences

of agents 1 and 2 are left unchanged, the unique IRP outcome assigns ω2 to 3.

6.2 Domains with Complementarities

So far, we have only considered responsive preferences. Two key features of the responsive

domain are that we can evaluate a particular trade without reference to other trades and

24Such an ordering is compatible with the assumption of trichotomous preferences.
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that an agent finds it worthwhile to engage in exchange as long as there is a one-for-one trade

that makes her better off. The literature on matching theory and its applications is rich with

examples in which neither of the two features are present. Here, we consider domains with

complementarities.

In our first example one agent views two objects as perfect complements while maintaining

the other features of our base model.

Example 4. There are three agents (1, 2, 3) and six objects (ω1, ω
′
1, ω2, ω

′
2, ω3, ω

′
3). Endow-

ments are given by Ω1 = {ω1, ω
′
1}, Ω2 = {ω2, ω

′
2}, and Ω3 = {ω3, ω

′
3}. Agents 1 and 3

have trichotomous preferences with desirable sets A1 = {ω3, ω
′
3, ω2} and A3 = {ω1, ω

′
1, ω

′
2}.

Moreover, agent 1 prefers her endowment to any set containing ω′2—that is, {ω1, ω
′
1} �1 B

for all B such that ω′2 ∈ B. Agent 2, on the other hand, is only willing to trade if she can

get both ω1 and ω′1. Put differently, the only two sets of objects that satisfy the individual

rationality constraint of agent 2 are {ω1, ω
′
1} and {ω2, ω

′
2}.2525 For this input, IRP produces a

matching in which 2 ends up with {ω1, ω
′
1}. Hence, 3 ends up with ω′2 and either ω3 or ω′3.

However, if 3 deviates to reporting a desirable set consisting only of {ω1, ω
′
1}, IRP will match

2 to exactly these two objects.

We now show that IRP is a fruitful approach to problems in which agents are willing to

participate in exchange if and only if they end up with a specific target number of desirable

objects. We first define such preferences formally:

Definition 2 (All-or-nothing with respect to Ai, Ωi, and ki). Fix an agent i ∈ I, an

endowment Ωi ⊆ O, a desirable set Ai, and a target ki ∈ Z+. We say that %i satisfies

all-or-nothing with respect to Ai, Ωi and ki if,

1. for any Bi ∈ Xi, Bi ∼i Ωi if and only if Bi = Ωi,

2. for any Bi ∈ Xi, Bi �i Ωi if and only if both Bi ⊆ Ai ∪ Ωi and Bi ∩ Ai = ki, and

3. for any pair Bi, Ci ∈ Xi such that Bi, Ci �i Ωi, Bi ∼i Ci.

“All-or-nothing”-preferences are related to our trichotomous domain in the sense that we

require each agent to partition objects into desirable and undesirable ones. A significant

departure is that an agent’s welfare is not strictly monotone in the number of desirable

objects she obtains.2626 Rather, agent i derives utility from exchange if and only if she exactly

25Another possible interpretation of the example is that 2 has trichotomous preferences with respect to the
desirable set {ω1, ω

′
1} but is only willing to trade if she ends up with at least two desirable objects. This

could be, for instance, due to the presence of fixed costs for participating in the exchange.
26Note that the preferences in Example 44 do not satisfy the just described assumption since the welfare of

agents 1 and 3 is strictly increasing in the number of desirable objects that they receive.
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hits her target. While “all-or-noting” may not be the most reasonable assumption in the

context of shift exchange, it is a better model for other potential applications. For example,

following Ergin et al.Ergin et al. [20172017], a recent literature has started investigating the design of organ

exchanges for applications in which patients may require more than one donor.2727 If patients

need multiple donors in order to be treated successfully, it is reasonable to expect that they

(and their incompatible direct donors) are only willing to engage in exchange if they end up

with exactly the required number of compatible donors. Our next result is that IRP satisfies

all of our desiderata for “all-or-nothing”-preferences.

Proposition 2. For “all-or-nothing”-preferences, any IRP mechanism is individually rational,

Pareto-efficient, and strategy-proof.

7 Conclusion

Without restrictions on the preference domain, the three central requirements of individual

rationality, Pareto-efficiency, and strategy-proofness are incompatible for the exchange of

indivisible goods with multi-unit demand and supply in the absence of monetary transfers.

In this paper, we have focused on balanced exchange and identified a meaningful restriction

on preferences where Pareto-efficiency and strategy-proofness are actually compatible with a

strong version of individual rationality when endowments are known.

Our results for this model show that, despite earlier negative results, this is an area ripe

for future research.2828 We conclude with some possible directions for future research.

The IRP approach is simple and intuitive. Though individual rationality, Pareto-efficiency,

and strategy-proofness are incompatible over the unrestricted domain, we have shown that

our approach does extend to some non-trichotomous domains. A systematic study of

such domains would be an interesting avenue of study. Moreover, delineating maximal

domains where our three axioms are compatible is also an important, albeit difficult, question.

Despite the desirable normative and strategic properties of IRP mechanisms for all-or-

nothing preferences, it is not clear that IRP outcomes can be computed efficiently for

this domain. Again, the efficient computation of individually rational and Pareto-efficient

matchings beyond trichotomous preferences remains an open question. Since our analysis is

for fixed endowments, a systematic analysis of agents’ incentives to reveal their endowments

remains another interesting area for further research. As we have demonstrated in Section 66,

27Another interesting complication (which is well beyond the scope of our analysis) in these problems is
that there may be several different ways in which a given donor may donate to a given patient, some of
them associated with more risk for donors than others. Ergin et al.Ergin et al. [20202020] show how to design liver exchange
mechanisms that elicit patient-donor pairs’ preferences over different donation options truthfully.

28See also the concurrent and independent positive results of Andersson et al.Andersson et al. [forthcomingforthcoming].
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overcoming the incompatibility of Pareto-efficiency and strategy-proofness among individually

rational mechanisms requires rather strong restrictions on preferences. An alternative in the

literature to restricting preferences has been to compromise on Pareto-efficiency. One might

instead consider a mechanism that cannot be Pareto-improved upon, at every preference

profile, by any other individually rational and strategy-proof mechanism to be “constrained

efficient.”2929 Our results suggest that there is a tradeoff between the inefficiency of such a

constrained efficient mechanism and the permissibility of the preference domain since full

efficiency is possible on the trichotomous domain.
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Appendices

A Proofs from Section 33

Proof of Lemma 22. We start by defining the distance between a pair of matchings. Consider

a pair of matchings µ1, µ2 ∈M. For each agent i ∈ I, |µ1(i) ∩ µ2(i)| is the number of objects

in common between the two matchings, and, since i consumes Ωi objects, |Ωi|− |µ1(i)∩µ2(i)|
is the number objects that differ between the two matchings.3030 The distance between the

two is simply the sum of this number across all agents:

d(µ1, µ2) =
∑
i∈I

|Ωi| − |µ1(i) ∩ µ2(i)|.

30To be more precise, |Ωi| − |µ1(i) ∩ µ2(i)| is the number of slots in i’s “schedule” that are filled differently.
The number of objects that differ between the two matchings is exactly twice the number of slots that are
filled differently.
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For the remainder of this proof, fix some matching µ. We proceed by induction on d(µ, ν). As

an induction base, we note that if d(µ, ν) = 0, then µ = ν and there is nothing left to show.

Suppose that there exists some K > 0 such that for every ν ′ which satisfies d(µ, ν ′) < K

there is a decomposition of ν ′ − µ. Let ν be a matching such that d(µ, ν) = K.

Consider a directed graph on the vertices

{i : i ∈ I and µ(i) 6= ν(i)} ∪ {o : there are i, j ∈ I such that i 6= j and o ∈ µ(i) ∩ ν(j)}.

So there is a vertex for each agent who receives a different set from the two matchings and

for each object assigned to different agents by the two matchings. Since µ 6= ν, this set of

vertices is not empty. Let the set of edges be

{(i, o) : i ∈ I and o ∈ µ(i) \ ν(i)} ∪ {(o, i) : i ∈ I and o ∈ ν(i) \ µ(i)}.

So, for each agent, there is an edge to every object that she receives from µ (but not from ν)

and an edge from every object that she receives from ν (but not from µ). Every vertex in

this finite graph has out-degree of at least one, so this graph has a cycle.3131 Let C be such

a cycle. Since this graph is bipartite, C contains an even number of vertices, alternating

between vertices in I and in O. Moreover, by definition of the set of edges, there are no

cycles that contain less than two agents or less than two objects, so there are at least two

elements of I in C. Thus, C is of the form (i1, o1, . . . , iM , oM), where M ≥ 2 and, for each

k ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, ok−1 ∈ ν(ik) \ µ(ik) and ok ∈ µ(ik) \ ν(ik).

In the remainder of the proof, we will use C and the inductive assumption to find the

desired decomposition of µ− ν. Note first that C is a cycle of ν that decreases the distance to

µ. Hence, letting ν ′ = ν + C, we obtain a matching such that d(µ, ν ′) < K. By the inductive

assumption, there is a decomposition {C1, . . . , CK} of ν ′ − µ. Next, let

CK+1 = (i1, oM , . . . , i2, o1).

be the cycle that reverses all trades in C. Since ν + C = ν ′, we have that ν ′ + CK+1 = ν.

Thus, (((µ+ C1) + . . . ) + CK) + CK+1 = ν. Moreover, since, for each k, ok ∈ ν ′(ik), we have

that ok /∈ O(C1) ∪ · · · ∪O(CK). Thus, {C1, . . . , CK+1} is a decomposition of ν − µ.

Proof of Proposition 11. The “only if” part is trivial so we only establish the “if” part. Fix a

component-wise individually rational matching µ at A. Assume that there is a matching ν

that Pareto-dominates µ. By Lemma 22, there is a decomposition {C1, . . . , CK} of ν − µ. We

31Otherwise, a depth first search would continue infinitely, since there are no terminal vertices, contradicting
the finiteness of the graph.
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say that C ′ is a subcycle of ν − µ, if there exists a decomposition {C1, . . . , CK} of ν − µ such

that Ck = C ′ for some k.3232 If C ′ = (i1, o1, . . . , iM , oM) is a subcycle of ν − µ, we let

ν − C ′ = ν + (i1, oM , iM , oM−1, . . . , i2, o1).

Note that ν − C ′ reverses the trades in C ′ so that the associated objects return into the

possession of those agents who owned them at µ. Finally, we say that ν is a minimal

Pareto-improvement of µ if there is no non-empty subcycle C ′ of ν − µ such that ν − C ′

Pareto-improves upon µ.

To complete the proof, we establish that it is without loss of generality to assume that

there is a cycle C such that µ+C = ν. First, it is without loss to assume that ν is a minimal

Pareto-improvement. Next, we use µ and ν to construct a directed graph. Let

I ′ = {i : i ∈ I and µ(i) 6= ν(i)}

and

O′ = {o : there are i, j ∈ I ′ such that i 6= j and o ∈ µ(i) ∩ ν(j)},

and let the set of vertices be I ′ ∪ O′. For each o ∈ O′ and i ∈ I ′ such that o ∈ µ(i) \ ν(i),

insert the edge (o, i). For each i ∈ I ′, let oi ∈ O′ be one of i’s most preferred objects in

ν(i) \ µ(i)—that is, oi ∈ ν(i) \ µ(i) and, for each o′ ∈ ν(i) \ µ(i), oi %∗i o
′— and insert the

edge (i, oi). Let G denote the resulting directed graph.

Each vertex in G has a single out edge and there is no edge from any i ∈ I ′ to o ∈ µ(i).

Therefore, G has some cycle C = (j1, p1, . . . , jK , pK) that involves at least two agents.

We now show that C weakly increases the welfare of all agents, who are involved in it. For

any k such that pk ∈ Ajk , C weakly increases the welfare of jk. Now consider some k such

that pk ∈ O \Ajk . Since pk is one of jk’s most preferred objects in ν(jk)\µ(jk), we must have

ν(jk)\µ(jk) ⊆ O \Ajk . Since ν(jk) % µ(jk) and since agent jk’s preferences are trichotomous,

we must have µ(jk) \ ν(jk) ⊆ O \ Ajk as well. Furthermore, given that µ is component-wise

individually rational, we obtain µ(jk)\ν(jk) ⊆ Ωjk \Ajk and ν(jk)\µ(jk) ⊆ Ωjk \Ajk . Hence,

C must leave jk unaffected.

If C is not a Pareto-improving cycle of µ, then it does not affect any agent. However, this

means ν − C is a Pareto-improvement of µ, contradicting the minimality of ν. Hence, C is

Pareto-improving and by the minimality of ν, ν = µ+ C.

Proof of Theorem 22. Let µ be a component-wise individually rational matching. We start

our proof by verifying that if C is a component-wise individually rational cycle, then µ+C is

32There may be more than one decomposition of ν − µ.
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component-wise individually rational as well.

Lemma 5. Fix a profile A ∈ A and some µ ∈M0(A). If C is a component-wise individually

rational cycle of µ at A, then µ+ C ∈M0(A).

Proof. Let C = (i1, o1, . . . , iM , oM) and ν = µ+ C. First, for each o ∈ O, since the objects

in C are distinct, o cannot be in both ν(k) and ν(l) for distinct agents k and l. Next, for

each k ∈ I, ν(k) ⊆ Ak ∪ Ωk since µ(k) ⊆ Ak ∪ Ωk and ν(k) \ µ(k) ⊆ Ak ∪ Ωk given that C is

component-wise individually rational. Finally, we verify that for each k ∈ I, |ν(k)| = |Ωk|.
Since the objects in C are distinct and since om−1 ∈ µ(im) as well as om /∈ µ(im) for all m,

we have
|ν(k)| = |(µ(k) \ {om−1 : im = k}) ∪ {om : im = k}|

= |µ(k)| − |{om−1 : im = k}|+ |{om : im = k}|
= |µ(k)|
= |Ωk|

Since k was arbitrary, the last observation completes the proof.

For the remainder of the proof, we fix t ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We first establish the necessity part

of Theorem 22 and show that the absence of CICs is necessary for a matching to be compatible

with the guarantee for t at A.

Lemma 6. If µ ∈Mt(A), then there is no CIC of µ for any t′ ≤ t at A.

Proof. Let µ ∈ Mt(A). Suppose to the contrary that C = (i1, o1, . . . , iM , oM) is a CIC of

µ for some t′ ≤ t at A. Let ν = µ + C. By Lemma 55, ν is component-wise individually

rational—that is, ν ∈M0(A).

We first argue that ν ∈Mt′−1(A). If t′ = 1, this follows by the definition ofM0(A) as the

set of all component-wise individually rational matchings. Suppose t′ > 1 and ν ∈Mt′′(A)

for some t′′ < t′ − 1. Since C does not affect any agent with higher priority than t′, we have

that |ν(t′′ + 1) ∩ At′′+1| = |µ(t′′ + 1) ∩ At′′+1| so ν(t′′ + 1) %t′′+1 µ(t′′ + 1). Moreover, since

µ ∈ Mt(A) ⊆Mt′′+1(A) and ν(t′′ + 1) %t′′+1 µ(t′′ + 1), we conclude that ν ∈ Mt′′+1(A) as

well. By induction, this completes the proof that ν ∈Mt′−1(A).

To complete the proof of the Lemma, note that ν ∈Mt′−1(A) and the assumption that

C increases the welfare of t′, jointly imply µ /∈Mt′(A). Given that t′ ≤ t, we thus obtain a

contradiction to µ ∈Mt(A).

In the remainder of this proof, we establish the sufficiency part of Theorem 22 by showing

that if µ ∈Mt−1(A) \Mt(A), then there is a CIC of µ for t at A. Fix some µ ∈Mt−1(A) \
Mt(A). By definition ofMt(A), µ ∈Mt−1(A)\Mt(A) implies that there is some ν ∈Mt−1(A)
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such that ν(t) �t µ(t). We construct a CIC of µ for t at A. We start with i1 = t. Since

ν(t) �t µ(t) and ν(t) ∪ µ(t) ⊆ At ∪ Ωt, we must have |ν(t) ∩ At| > |µ(t) ∩ At|. Let

o1 ∈ [ν(t) ∩ At] \ µ(t).

Suppose now that we have grown a sequence (i1, o1, . . . , iM , oM) of M (not necessarily

distinct) agents and distinct objects in a way that satisfies the following four conditions:

For each m ≥ 1, om ∈ ν(im) \ µ(im), and, for each m ≥ 2, om−1 ∈ µ(im) \ ν(im). (C1)

For each m ≥ 1, om ∈ Ωim ∪ Aim . (C2)

For each pair m such that im < t, either

{om−1, om} ⊆ Aim or {om−1, om} ⊆ Ωim \ Aim .
(C3)

For each m ≥ 2 such that im = t, {om−1, om} ⊆ At. (C4)

Note first that we can use the sequence (i1, o1, . . . , iM , oM) to construct a CIC of µ for t

at A if oM ∈ µ(t) \At: letting m′ denote the largest integer strictly smaller than M such that

im
′
= t,3333 (im

′
, om

′
, . . . , iM , oM) is a CIC of µ for i1 = t at A.

Next, note that (C1C1) to (C4C4) are satisfied for M = 1 by definition of o1. In the remainder

of the proof, we show that, whenever oM /∈ µ(t) \ At, then we can find an agent-object

pair (iM+1, oM+1) so that (i1, o1, . . . , iM+1, oM+1) satisfies (C1C1) to (C4C4). Since the sets of

agents and objects are finite, we must thus eventually encounter an M such that a part of

(i1, o1, . . . , iM , oM) forms a CIC of µ for i1 = t at A.

Since both ν and µ are matchings,
∑

i∈I |ν(i)| =
∑

i∈I |µ(i)| =
∑

i∈I |Ωi|. Hence, oM /∈
µ(iM) implies that there exists an agent iM+1 ∈ I \ {iM} such that oM ∈ µ(iM+1). Since

oM ∈ ν(iM ), we have oM ∈ µ(iM+1)\ν(iM+1). We assume that if iM+1 = t, then oM ∈ At. We

distinguish three cases according to the identity of iM+1. In each of these cases, we identify

an object oM+1 such that the sequence (i1, o1, . . . iM+1, oM+1) satisfies (C1C1) to (C4C4).

Case 1: iM+1 < t Assume first that oM ∈ AiM+1 . Since objects in {o1, . . . , oM} are all

distinct, (C3C3) implies

|(ν(iM+1) \ µ(iM+1)) ∩ {o1, . . . , oM} ∩ AiM+1|
<

|(µ(iM+1) \ ν(iM+1)) ∩ {o1, . . . , oM} ∩ AiM+1|.

Thus, combining the last two observations, there exists oM+1 ∈ [ν(iM+1) \ (µ(iM+1) ∪
{o1, . . . , oM})] ∩ AiM+1 . The argument in case of oM ∈ ΩiM+1 \ AiM+1 is completely

analogous.

33If oM ∈ µ(iM ), then (C1C1) implies that iM 6= t.
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Case 2: iM+1 > t Since ν and µ are both feasible, |µ(iM+1)\ν(iM+1)| = |ν(iM+1)\µ(iM+1)|.
However, since oM ∈ µ(iM+1) \ ν(iM+1) and for each m ∈ {2, . . . ,M − 1}, om−1 ∈
µ(im) \ ν(im) as well as om ∈ ν(om) \ µ(om), we have that

|(ν(iM+1) \ µ(iM+1)) ∩ {o1, . . . , oM}| < |(µ(iM+1) \ ν(iM+1)) ∩ {o1, . . . , oM}|.

Thus, there is oM+1 ∈ (ν(iM+1)\µ(iM+1))\{o1, . . . , oM}. Given that ν is component-wise

individually rational, we have that oM+1 ∈ AiM+1 ∪ ΩiM+1 .

Case 3: iM+1 = t Recall that o1 ∈ At and that (C4C4) implies, for all m ≥ 2 such that im = t,

{om−1, om} ⊆ At. Hence,

|[ν(t) \ µ(t)] ∩ At ∩ {o1, . . . , oM}| = |[µ(t) \ ν(t)] ∩ At ∩ {o1, . . . , oM}|.

Since |ν(t) ∩ At| > |µ(t) ∩ At|, (ν(t) ∩ At) \ (µ(t) ∪ {o1, . . . , oM}) 6= ∅ and we let oM+1

be any element of that set.

B Proofs from Section 44

We start with some general observations and auxiliary results before establishing Lemma 33

and Lemma 44. Let i, A, and o ∈ O \ Ai. Let Âi = Ai ∪ {o} and Â = (Âi, A−i). Assume that

Ki(Â) 6= Ki(A). We show that, for each µ ∈M(A), there is a cycle C such that

1. i gets o—that is, o ∈ (µ+ C)(i) \ µ(i), and

2. µ+ C is a CIRP outcome at Â—that is, µ+ C ∈Mn(Â).

Below, we show that the existence of a cycle with the aforementioned properties implies

both, Lemma 33 and Lemma 44.

Let j be the highest priority agent for whom Kj(Â) 6= Kj(A). Note that Ki(A) 6= Ki(Â)

implies j ≤ i.

We first prove that after the jth step of CIRP, i receives o at all remaining matchings.

Claim 1. For each µ ∈Mj(Â), o ∈ µ(i).

Proof. We first show via induction on k that, for all k ≤ j,Mk−1(A) ⊆Mk−1(Â) and o ∈ µ(i)

for each µ ∈ Mk−1(Â) \Mk−1(A). For k = 1, both statements follow from Âi = Ai ∪ {o}
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and Âl = Al for all l 6= i. So consider some k ∈ {2, . . . , j} and assume that both statements

have been shown for all k′ < k. We have that

Mk−1(A) = {µ ∈Mk−2(A) : |µ(k − 1) ∩ Ak−1| = Kk−1(A)}
⊆ {µ ∈Mk−2(Â) : |µ(k − 1) ∩ Ak−1| = Kk−1(A)}
= {µ ∈Mk−2(Â) : |µ(k − 1) ∩ Âk−1| = Kk−1(Â)}
= Mk−1(Â)

Here, the subset relation follows from the inductive assumption thatMk−2(A) ⊆Mk−2(Â) and

the second equality follows from the definitions of j and Â since k−1 < j ≤ i. In order to show

the second part of the statement for k, fix µ ∈Mk−1(Â) such that o /∈ µ(i). By construction

of Mk−1(Â), we have µ ∈ Mk−2(Â). Since o /∈ µ(i), the inductive assumption for k − 1

implies µ ∈Mk−2(A). Since k− 1 < j ≤ i, we have that |µ(k− 1)∩Ak−1| = |µ(k− 1)∩ Âk−1|
and Kk−1(A) = Kk−1(Â). Combining the last two statements, we obtain µ ∈Mk−1(A).

We now use the just established statements for k = j to complete the proof. Since

Mj−1(A) ⊆Mj−1(Â), Kj(Â) ≥ Kj(A) and the definition of j implies Kj(Â) > Kj(A). Thus,

Mj(Â) ⊆Mj−1(Â) \Mj−1(A). Hence, o ∈ µ(i) for all µ ∈Mj(Â).

Let µ ∈Mn(A). By Theorem 22, since µ /∈Mj(Â), there exists a CIC of µ for j at Â. Let

Cj be the set of all such CICs.

Claim 2. In each C ∈ Cj, i gets o.

Proof. If not, then C is a CIC of µ for j at A, contradicting µ ∈Mj(A).

Now, for each l > j, let Cl consist of the cycles of µ in Cl−1 that are most beneficial for l.

That is, let

Cl = {C ∈ Cl−1 : µ+ C %l µ+ C ′ for all C ′ ∈ Cl−1}

The following claim is the heart of the argument for both Lemmas 33 and 44.

Claim 3. For each l ≥ j,

{µ+ C : C ∈ Cl} ⊆ Ml(Â).

Proof. Assume to the contrary that Claim 33 is false and let L be the smallest integer greater

than or equal to j such that the statement fails. Formally, suppose that L is such that there is

C ∈ CL such that µ+C /∈ML(Â) and for each C̃ ∈ CL−1, µ+ C̃ ∈ML−1(Â). By Theorem 22,

there exists a CIC C ′ of µ+ C for L at Â. Let ν = (µ+ C) + C ′.

By Lemma 22 there is a decomposition of ν − µ. For the remainder of this proof, we

fix this decomposition as {C1, C2, . . . CK}. It is without loss of generality to suppose that

o /∈ O(C2) ∪ · · · ∪O(CK).
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Next, we argue that K ≥ 2. If C and C ′ both increase the welfare of L, the statement is

immediate. If C does not affect L and K = 1, we have µ+C1 = µ+C +C ′. Since C does not

affect L and C ′ increases the welfare of L, C1 must increase the welfare of L. Since C ′ cannot

affect any agent l < L (as C ′ is a CIC for L), each such agent is indifferent between µ+ C1

and µ+ C + C ′. Hence, we have C1 ∈ CL and obtain a contradiction to our assumption that

C ∈ CL since µ+ C1 �L µ+ C. Finally, if C decreases the welfare of L and K = 1, we have

µ+ C1 = µ+ C + C ′ and C1 does not affect the welfare of L. As in the previous case, all

agents l < L are indifferent between µ+C1 and µ+C +C ′, so that we obtain C1 ∈ CL. Since

µ+ C1 �L µ+ C, we obtain another contradiction to C ∈ CL.

We now argue inductively that, for any t, there exists a sequence of agents (k0, . . . , kt)

and indices (m0, . . . ,mt) such that

1. kt < · · · < k0 < L

2. If mt = 1, then either

(a) Cmt(= C1) increases the welfare of kt and C does not affect kt, or

(b) Cmt(= C1) does not affect kt, C decreases the welfare of kt, and there is no m

such that Cm increases the welfare of kt.

3. If mt 6= 1, then Cmt increases the welfare of kt.

Since such a sequence exists for any finite t, we eventually obtain a contradiction to our

assumption that |I| = n.

For the induction base, we distinguish three cases according to how C affects the welfare

of L.

Case 1: C increases the welfare of L. Since C and C ′ increase the welfare of L, we

assume, without loss of generality, that C2 increases L’s welfare. Since o /∈ O(C2) and

µ ∈Mn(A), there must be some k0 < L such that C2 decreases k0’s welfare; otherwise

C2 would be a CIC of µ for L at A, contradicting µ ∈ Mn(A) ⊆ ML(A). If there is

no cycle that increases the welfare of k0, then C decreases the welfare of k0 and we

let m0 = 1 to obtain a pair (k0,m0) that satisfies the three conditions above. If there

exists m0 such that Cm0 increases the welfare of k0, then C does not affect the welfare

of k0 and (k0,m0) is a pair with the desired properties.3434

34 Since k0 < L, C ′ does not affect k0. Since C2 decreases k0’s welfare and Cm0 increases it, the net effect
of C2 and Cm0 is to leave k0 unaffected. By definition of the decomposition, this net effect is equal to the net
effect of C and C ′. Thus, since C ′ does not affect k0, we infer that C does not affect k0 either. Analogous
comments apply to other cases in which we encounter an agent with higher priority than L whose welfare is
decreased by one of the cycles in the decomposition.
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Case 2: C does not affect L. Since C ′ is a CIC of µ+ C for L, there exists m such that

Cm increases the welfare of L.

Subcase 2.1: m = 1. There is k0 < L who strictly prefers C over C1 since we otherwise

contradict C ∈ CL. There exists a unique m0 6= 1 such that Cm0 increases the

welfare of k0 and (k0,m0) is a pair with the desired properties.3535

Subcase 2.2: m 6= 1. There is k0 < L whose welfare is decreased by Cm since, given

that o /∈ O(Cm), Cm would be a CIC of µ for L at A otherwise. If there is no

cycle that increases the welfare of k0, then C decreases the welfare of k0 and we

let m0 = 1 to obtain a pair (k0,m0) that satisfies the three conditions above.3636 If

there exists m0 such that Cm0 increases the welfare of k0, then C does not affect

the welfare of k0 and (k0,m0) is a pair with the desired properties.

Case 3: C decreases the welfare of L. Since C ′ is a CIC of µ+ C for L, L is indifferent

between µ and (µ + C) + C ′. Since C decreases the welfare of L, there either exists

m such that Cm increases the welfare of L, or there is no m such that Cm affects the

welfare of L.

If there is m 6= 1 such that Cm increases the welfare of L, we proceed as in Subcase 2.2.

If there is no such m, we proceed as in Subcase 2.1, no matter whether C1 increases the

welfare of L or leaves her unaffected, we have µ+ C1 �L µ+ C.

Having established the base case, suppose that we have constructed a pair of sequences

(k0, . . . , kt) and (m0, . . . ,mt) with the three properties introduced above. We now identify

kt+1 and mt+1 to extend the two sequences in such a way that preserves the desired properties.

Case 1: Cmt increases the welfare of kt and mt 6= 1. Since o /∈ O(Cmt), there must be

some kt+1 < kt such that Cmt decreases kt+1’s welfare—otherwise, we obtain a con-

tradiction to µ ∈ Mn(A) since Cmt would be a CIC of µ for kt at A. If there is no

cycle that increases the welfare of kt+1, then C decreases the welfare of kt+1 and we let

mt+1 = 1. Otherwise, there exists mt+1 such that Cmt+1 increases the welfare of kt+1,

while C does not affect kt+1. In either case, the pair (kt+1,mt+1) extends our sequence.

35Since k0 < L, C ′ does not affect k0. If C increases the welfare of k0 but C1 does not, then ν(k0) �k0 µ(k0)
and there must therefore exist a unique m0 that increases the welfare of k0. If C does not affect k0, then k0

prefers C over C1 if and only if C1 decreases the welfare of k0. Since neither C nor C ′ affect k0, we must
have ν(k0) ∼k0 µ(k0) and, given that C1 decreases the welfare of k0, there must exist a unique m0 6= 1 such
that Cm0 increases the welfare of k0. Analogous comments apply to other cases in which we encounter an
agent with higher priority than L who strictly prefers C over some cycle in the decomposition of ν − µ.

36Since k0 < L, C ′ does not affect k0. Since C decreases the welfare of k0 and C ′ does not affect it, there
cannot be a cycle different from Cm that affects k0. Analogous comments apply to other cases in which we
encounter an agent with higher priority than L whose welfare is once decreased but never increased by a
cycle in the decomposition of ν − µ.
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Case 2: Cmt increases the welfare of kt and mt = 1. By Property (2a), C does not af-

fect the welfare of kt. Since kt < L and C ∈ CL, there is kt+1 < kt who strictly prefers

C over C1. But then, there is some mt+1 6= 1 such that Cmt+1 increases the welfare of

kt+1. The pair (kt+1,mt+1) extends our sequence.

Case 3: Cmt does not affect the welfare of kt. By Property (2b), mt = 1 and C de-

creases the welfare of kt. Hence, µ+ C1 �kt µ+ C and, given that C ∈ CL ⊆ Ckt (as

kt < L), there is kt+1 < kt who strictly prefers C over C1. Since C1 decreases kt+1’s

welfare, there is mt+1 6= 1 such that Cmt+1 increases the welfare of kt+1 and we extend

our sequence by the pair (kt+1,mt+1).

Proof of Lemma 33. If Ki(Â) = Ki(A), there is nothing left to show. So assume that

Ki(Â) 6= Ki(A). By Claim 33, we immediately obtain Ki(Â) ≤ |µ(i) ∩Ai|+ 1 = Ki(A) + 1.

Let ν ∈ Mn(Â). By Claim 22, if Ki(Â) 6= Ki(A), then we have o ∈ ν(i). Thus, since

o ∈ Âi \ Ai, |ν(i) ∩ Ai| = |ν(i) ∩ Âi| − 1 = Ki(Â)− 1 ≤ Ki(A).

Proof of Lemma 44. We now reverse the roles of Ai and Âi: let Âi be the true set of

desirable objects for agent i and Ai = Âi \ {o} be a possible misreport for agent i. Again, if

Ki(Â) = Ki(A), then there is nothing left to show. So assume that Ki(Â) 6= Ki(A). Fix a

matching µ ∈ Mn(A). By Claim 33, there exists a cycle C such that µ + C ∈ Mn(Â). By

Claim 22, i must obtain o in C. Since o ∈ Âi, C cannot decrease the welfare of i when i’s true

set of desirable objects is Âi. But then, Ki(Â) 6= Ki(A) implies Ki(Â) > Ki(A) and the

deviation from Âi to Ai = Âi \ {o} is not profitable for i.

Before concluding with the proof of Theorem 33, we strengthen Lemma 33 to consider

addition of not only a single object, but a set of objects to an agent’s desirable set.

Lemma 7. Let A ∈ A and B ⊆ O \ Ai. Denote by AB the profile (Ai ∪B,A−i). For each

µB ∈Mi(AB), we have |µB(i) ∩ Ai| ≤ Ki(A).

Proof. We proceed by induction on the cardinality of B. Lemma 33 establishes the base

case when |B| = 1. Suppose that for some L ≥ 2 the statement of the Lemma has been

established for all pairs A and B such that |B| < L. Let A ∈ A and B ⊆ O \Ai be such that

|B| = L and let B = {o1, . . . , oL}. Let µB ∈Mi(AB). For the sake of contradiction, suppose

|µB(i)∩Ai| > Ki(A). Let l be the smallest integer such that ol ∈ µB(i), A≥li = Ai∪{ol, . . . , oL},
and A≥l = (A≥li , A−i). By definition of CIRP, µB ∈ Mi(A≥l). Next, let Al

i = Ai ∪ {ol},
Al = (Ali, A−i), and µl ∈Mi(Al). By the inductive assumption, |µl(i) ∩ Ai| ≤ Ki(A). Hence,
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|µl(i)∩ (Ai ∪{ol})| ≤ Ki(A) + 1. Since we assumed that |µB(i)∩Ai| > Ki(A) and ol ∈ µB(i),

we have that |µB(i) ∩ (Ai ∪ {ol})| > |µl(i) ∩ (Ai ∪ {ol})| = Ki(Al). Hence, we obtain a

contradiction to the inductive assumption for the pair Al
i and Bl = {ol+1, . . . , oL} since

|Bl| ≤ L− 1.

Proof of Theorem 33. Let A be a profile of desirable sets and, for some i ∈ I, let Âi be an

alternative report for i.

Suppose that Âi \Ai 6= ∅. Let Ãi = Ai ∩ Âi and B = Âi \Ai. Moreover, let µB ∈M(Ãi ∪
B,A−i) = M(Â) and µ̃ ∈ M(Ãi, A−i). Applying Lemma 77, |µB(i) ∩ Ai| = |µB(i) ∩ Ãi| ≤
Ki(Ã) = |µ̃(i)∩Ai|. Thus, Ãi ⊆ Ai is at least as profitable a manipulation for i as Âi. Hence,

we can proceed with our analysis with Ãi in place of Âi.

Now suppose that Âi ( Ai. Let {o1, . . . , oT} = Ai \ Âi for some T ≥ 1. For any t ≤ T , let

Âti = Âi ∪ {o1, . . . , ot} and At = (Ati, A−i). By Lemma 44 (taking A1
i to be the true and Âi to

be the false set of desirable objects), we obtain Ki(A1) ≥ Ki(Â). Proceeding inductively, T

applications of Lemma 44 yield that Ki(AT ) ≥ Ki(Â). Hence, by definition of o1, . . . , oT we

obtain that Ki(A) ≥ Ki(Â).

C Proof of Theorem 44

To prove part 1 of the Theorem we show by induction on t that the maximum flows of (V,E, q)

correspond to Mt(A) after the tth iteration of the for-loop on line 22 of Algorithm 11.

As a base case, we show that for (V,E, q), where q is the initial capacity vector defined

above, f is a maximum flow if and only if it corresponds to some matching µ ∈M0(A). Take

any matching µ ∈M0(A). The definition of a matching and our restriction to trichotomous

preferences imply |µ(i)| = |Ωi| and µ(i) ⊆ Ωi ∪ Ai. Define a flow f by setting, for all

i ∈ I, f(S, i) = |Ωi|, f(i, iA) = |µ(i) ∩ Ai|, f(i, iU) = |µ(i) ∩ (Ωi \ Ai)|, f(iA, o) = 1 for all

o ∈ µ(i) ∩Ai, f(iU , o) = 1 for all o ∈ µ(i) ∩ (Ωi \Ai), and, for all o ∈ ∪i∈Iµ(i), f(o, T ) = 1.

Clearly, f is a maximum flow in (V,E, q). Conversely, take a maximum flow f in (V,E, q) and

let µ be the matching that corresponds to f . Since all maximum flows have value
∑

i |Ωi|, we

have |µ(i)| = |Ωi| for all i ∈ I. Since (V,E, q) contains no paths between i and an object in

O \ (Ωi ∪ Ai), we have µ(i) ⊆ Ωi ∪ Ai. Hence, µ ∈M0(A).

As an induction hypothesis, suppose that at the start of the tth iteration of the loop, the

maximum flows of (V,E, q) correspond to Mt−1(A). Let q̂ be the capacity at the end of the

tth iteration of the for-loop, f be a maximum flow in (V,E, q̂), and µ be the matching that

corresponds to f . We show first that µ ∈Mt(A). By construction, |µ(t)∩At| = |Ωt|− q̂(i, iU ).

Assume that there is a matching µ′ ∈ Mt(A) such that |µ′(t) ∩ At| > |µ(t) ∩ At|. Since
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the set of maximum flows of (V,E, q) corresponds to Mt−1(A) and since µ′ ∈ Mt(A),

just as argued in the base case, µ′ induces a maximum flow f ′ in (V,E, q). Given that

|µ′(t) ∩ At| > |µ(t) ∩ At|, f ′ is a maximum flow in (V,E, q̃), where q̃(t, tU) = q̂(t, tU) − 1

and q̃(e) = q̂(e) for all e ∈ E \ {(t, tU)}. But then, the tth iteration of the loop would have

concluded with the capacity of (i, iU) no higher than q̂(t, tU)− 1. This contradiction shows

that µ ∈Mt(A). Conversely, take any matching µ̂ ∈Mt(A) and let f̂ be the induced flow,

defined as in the base case. By our previous arguments, we have |µ̂(t) ∩ At| = |µ(t) ∩ At|.
Since |µ̂(t)| = |µ(t)| = |Ωt|, we obtain that |µ̂(t) \ At| = |µ(t) \ At| = q̂(t, tU). Given that

µ ∈ Mt ⊆ Mt−1 and that q̂(e) = q(e) for all e ∈ E \ {(t, tU)}, the induction hypothesis

implies that f̂ is a maximum flow in (V,E, q̂).

We now turn to part 2 of the Theorem. Let m = |O| and n = |I|. Then there are at most

m edges out of iA for each i ∈ I, so the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm computes MaxFlow in

O(mn2) time. We invoke MaxFlow while minimizing the flow along (i, iU ), so it suffices to

call it O(log(k)) times for each agent, where k = maxi∈I |Ωi|. Thus, the complexity of IRP is

O(mn3log(k)). 2

D Proof of Proposition 22

We first specialize the IRP algorithm for all-or-nothing preferences. Given a profile of desirable

sets A and a profile of targets k, the algorithm works as follows:

Step 0: Let M0(A, k) be the set of all individually rational matchings at the all-or-

nothing preferences with respect to (A, k).

Step t ∈ {1, . . . , n}: Let

Kt(A, k) =

{
ki if there is µ ∈Mt−1(A, k) such that |µ(i) ∩ Ai| = ki

|Ωi ∩ Ai| otherwise

and

Mt(A, k) =

{
µ ∈Mt−1(A, k) :

|µ(t) ∩ At| = Kt(A, k) if Kt(A, k) = kt and

µ(t) = Ωt otherwise

}
.

Now, fix a profile of desirable sets, A, and a profile of targets, k. Let i ∈ I. By definition

of all-or-nothing preferences, it is impossible for i to gain by reporting a distinct target k̂i 6= ki.

Thus, we show that i does not benefit by reporting an alternative desirable set Âi 6= Ai.
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If Âi is a profitable manipulation for i, then |Ωi∩Ai| < ki, µ(i) = Ωi for each µ ∈Mi(A, k),

and there has to exist a µ̂ ∈Mi(Âi, A) such that |µ̂(i) ∩ Ai| = ki and µ̂(i) ⊆ Ωi ∪ Ai.
Suppose there is t < i such that Kt(A, k) 6= Kt((Âi, A−i), k). Let t be the first of such

agents. Since for each t′ < t, Kt′(A, k) = Kt′((Âi, A−i), k), we draw the following two

conclusions:

1. Since µ(i) = Ωi and µ ∈Mt−1(A, k), the definition of t implies µ ∈Mt−1((Âi, A−i), k).

This, in turn, implies that

Kt((Âi, A−i), k) ≥ |µ(t) ∩ At| = Kt(A, k).

2. Since |µ̂(i) ∩ Ai| = ki, the definition of t implies µ̂ ∈Mt−1(A, k). This, in turn, implies

that

Kt(A, k) ≥ |µ̂(t) ∩ At| = Kt((Âi, A−i), k).

Together, we have a contradiction of the supposition that Kt(A, k) 6= Kt((Âi, A−i), k). Thus,

for each t < i, Kt(A, k) = Kt(Âi, A−i), implying that µ̂ ∈ Mi−1(A, k). So Ki(A, k) ≥
Ki((Âi, A−i), k), contradicting the assumption that Âi is a profitable manipulation for i. 2
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